BECOME A MONEY MAGNET
Success, Money & Prosperity is what we all want. However, often certain unseen factors can hold
us back. According to Inna Segal, the creator of Inner Kiss™ Healing, Visionary Intuitive
Healing™ and the co-founder of Inner Power Training, this need no longer be the case. “Once
you are in touch with your inner feelings and thoughts of abundance and success you are able to
literally create as much money as you are willing to receive. I teach people to access their inner
power in order to achieve outer success. And it works.”
Inna has first-hand experience in assisting people to achieve powerful states. She has proven her
own abilities in many areas; from establishing a thriving healing practice, with clients throughout
Australia, New Zealand, America, Europe, Italy and Japan, to having a column titled Wealthy Soul
alongside Anthony Robbins and Brian Tracey in Wealth Creator Magazine.
Inna has led many public training programs and conducted presentations for businesses,
government institutions, charities, groups and specialty clubs, including Rotary. Topics include:
How to Release Your Inner Power, and How to Become a Money Magnet. Her aim is to support
people to achieve their highest potential in all areas of their lives: including health, wealth and
relationships.
“I always get people to practice manifestation exercises whenever I lead a presentation. I like to
leave the audience feeling empowered, not only knowing that they can achieve amazing results but
also having new tools and the awareness to do it,” says 25-year-old Inna
Inna has found that people of all ages and areas of interest are able to gain great benefit from
learning and applying the principles and the processes she teaches. To make her work more
accessible she has just created a new CD, titled Success, Money & Prosperity. In order to create
success, money and prosperity more quickly, Inna encourages people to participate in a 30-Day
Success Challenge that she provides free of charge on her web-site www.innnerkiss.com. Each
day participants are encourage to take specific actions towards their dreams.
“After I began working with clients individually and leading training events I found that people would
often call or e-mail a few days after the event to let me know about the successful results they
achieved. People were often able to manifest the exact amount of money they had asked for,
relationships, jobs, holidays, etc. However, more than that, they learnt to value themselves and
recognise their own greatness,” explains Inna.
Just ask Marketing Business Manager, Ben Komisars. “The seminar helped me change my attitude
and focus. I achieved more in the next month than I had done in years.”
And Rodney Levi, Business Banking Officer agrees, “The course gave me fantastic insights and
clarity into the basis of my own self-worth. It gave me the choice and confidence to pursue any
goal that I dreamt about.”
Jo Beilby of JLB Enterprises confirms, “Inna’s Abundance Seminar resulted in two new jobs in two
days for my company. Now that’s practical spirituality!”

Inna has spent years interviewing and learning from bestselling authors who write about personal
success and wealth, including Robert Kiyosaki (Rich Dad Poor Dad), Suze Orman (9 Steps to
Financial Freedom), Jack Canfield (Chicken Soup for the Soul, The Success Principals), Mark
Victor Hansen (The One Minuet Millionaire, Chicken Soup for the Soul), Dr. John F. Demartini (The
Breakthrough Experience) and Stuart Wilde (The Trick of Money Is Having Some). Her articles are
often published in Living Now, Options, Body, Mind & Spirit, In Touch, Rainbow News, Way of the
Heart, and Free Spirited.
How to Release Your Inner Power
To succeed in business you need vision, perseverance, confidence, focus, action and intuition.
•
•
•
•

Learn how to focus your inner power to achieve outer success
Keys to developing your intuition
Specific ways to use your inner power to make effective decisions
Discover how accessing your inner power can lead to great health, more money and better
relationships

How to Become a Money Magnet
If you view money in terms of energy it ‘opens you up’ to receive an unlimited amount of
abundance – as energy has no limits.
•
•
•
•

How to create prosperous results
Learn to release doubt and blocks to having money
Success Principles for generating the wealth you desire
Five minute manifestation process – truly amazing

Inna is available for public speaking presentations and training programs.
INSIGHT ON INNA
A prolific writer, author, natural healer, public speaker and business trainer, Inna is also the mother
of two young children. Inna’s accomplishments include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Creator – Inner Kiss™ Healing and Visionary Intuitive Healing™
Co-founder – Inner Power Training
Co-author – ‘Laugh Now’ & ‘First Kiss’
CDs – ‘Create Perfect Health’, ‘Success, Money & Prosperity’ and ‘Happiness, Confidence
& Wellbeing’
Journalist / regular contributor to: Living Now, Free Spirited, Options, Body Mind & Spirit
Actress
Media Personality / Radio Host
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